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British Terms
FYr

Chapter  1 biscuit cookie
Chapter 2 nip  up British  informal  to  hurry;  dart
Chapter 2 tin  of corn can  of corn
Chapter 3 lorry a  large,  heavy  motor vehicl.e for transporting  goods or

troops;  a truck
Chapter 4 blokes a  man;  a fellow
Chapter 5 1'11  be  jiggered. I'm  surprised.
Chapter 5 blooming used  to  emphasize  a  noun,  adverb,  or adjective,  or

to express anger
Chapter 5 school A gathering  of all  or part of the  school  to  communicate

assembly information  -Announcements and  attendance checks
are  usually  done  at this  gathering.

Chapter 6 Pence plural  for  penny
Chapter 7 crumbs an  expression  of surprise  or worry
Chapter 11 football  shorts soccer
Chapter 11 push  off GO  away.
Chapter 11 headmaster the  man  in  charge  of a  school;  the  principal
Chapter 13 toffo individually wrapped  pure toffees  in  a tube
Chapter 13 pounds         - basic  monetary  unit in  the  UK equal to  100  pence

(dollar)

-  Page 56



The Indian  and the Cupboard  ~  Chapter  1

them  in the correct order.

After school,  Omri's  family  gave  him

presents.
Patrick  gave  Omri  a  plastic  Indian  for his

birthday.
The  Indian  stabbed  Omri with  his  knife.
Omri  found  a  key that would  fit into the

lock of the cabinet.
Mom  came  in  to wake  up Omri.
Before  he went to  bed,  Omri  put the

plastic  Indian  in  the  cupboard  and  locked  it.

-  Page 57
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The Indian  and the Cupboard  ~  Chapter 2

Based on the events of the story,  which of
the following  seems  most  likely?

a.   Omri's  mother will  ground  Omri  for  having
a  messy room.

b.   Omri  will  spend  his  afternoons
skateboarding  with  Patrick.

c.    Omri  will  tell  Patrick  about  Little  Bear.
Omri  will  eat  Rice  Kris ies for breakfast.

uthor    turns    sca

Read this passage from  Chapter 2.

The    pain    of   sadness,    disappointment,    and    a
strange  sort  of  guilt  burned   inside  him  as  if  he
had  swallowed  a  very  hot  potato  that  wouldn't
cool  down.

Which type  of figurative  language does this
passage contain?

Write figurative statement that means the same
thing.

-  Page 59

Which  word  best describes  Little  Bear?

a.   fierce
b.   sentimental
c.   confused
d.   grouchy

Sequence the following  events  by  numbering
them  in the correct order.

Omri  forgets  his swimming things.
Omri feeds Little Bear bread,  cheese,

and corn.
Omri's  mother asks Omri  what  is the

matter,  but he doesn't tell  her.
Omri  and  his  brothers argue about

Little  Bear starts  making  noises.
Omri  discovers that the  Indian  turned

cereal.

back to  plastic.
Omri tells  Patrick he can't stay and

s kate boa rd .



There  was  a  stupid  row  at the  breakfast
table  because  Adiel  took  the  last  of  the
Rice  Krispies.

regretted   wasting   his   birthday-cake-
cutting   wish   on   something   so   silly   (or
rather,   unlikely)  as  that  he   might  pass
his  spelling  test  next  day,  which  it  would
take   real   magic   to   bring   about   as   he
hadn't   even   looked   at  the   words   since

been  given  out four days ago.

And   Omri   had   left   him   shut   up   in   the
dark  all  day  with  nothing.  Perhaps  what  if
there  were  not  enough  air for  him  in  that
cupboard?   The    door   fitted    very   tight.
How   much   air  would   such   a   very  small
creature  need?  What  if-what  if the  Indian
were   what   if  he'd   died,   shut   up  there?
What  if Omri  had  killed  him?

Omri   picked   it  up.   It  was  an  "it,"   not  a"he"  anymore.    The  Indian  was  made  of

plastic  again.

Again   they  stared   at  each   other.   Then
Omri  asked  falteringly,   "What  happened
to  you?     "Happen?  Good  sleep  happen.
Cold  ground.  Need  blanket.  Food.  Fire."

CCSS.ELA-Ljteracv.RL.4,1  Refer to  details  and  examples  ln  a  text when  explalnlng  what the  text says  expllcltly
and  when  drawing  inferences from  the text.
CCSS.ELA-uteracv,RL.5.1  Quote accurately from a text when explalning  what the text says explicitly and when
drawing  inferences from the text.
CCSS.ELA-Ljteracv,RL.6.1  Cite  textual  evidence  to support  analysls  of what the te)ct says expllcltly  as  well  as
inferences drawn from the text.
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The Indian  and the Cupboard  ~  Chapters 3-4

ls passage from  Chapter 3.
ere's the  good  one  I  promised  you,"  he said.

Little  Bear  examined  it  carefully.  "No  good,"  he
said  at  last.

"What? Why  not?"
"Good    tepee,    but    no    good    lroquois    brave.

See?"   He  pointed  to  the  painted  symbols.   "Not
lroquois    signs.     Algonquin.     Little     Bear    sleep
there,  Iroquois  spirits angry."
This   line   supports   which   of  the   following   book
themes?
a.    loyalty
b.   courage
c.    decision  making
d.   culture

'ng   Wl
OWS,  an

Why did the  author most likely  name  Chapter
3 ``Thirty  Scalps?"

-  Page 61

Which statement shows a cause and effect
relationship?

a.    1'11     take     it     to     school     and     finish      it     in
handicrafts  lesson.

b.   Lying  on  his  stomach  he  crawled,  commando
fashion,  to  the  edge  of the  chest of drawers
and  peered  over.

c.   The    Indian    rose    lithely    to    his    feet    and
jumped  off onto the gray carpet.

d.   Omri  supposed  that  if  one  happened  to   be
the  son  of  an  Indian  chief,  one  simply  didn't
et scared as easil as ord

Sequence the following  events  by  numbering
them  in the correct order.

Omri turns the  plastic teepee  into a  real
One.

Omri  arranges five or six  plastic horses for
Little  Bear to select the  best.

The  horse  kicks  Little  Bear.
Omri  places

Little  Bear and the  horse  in a  cardboard  box.
Omri gives  Little  Bear corned  beef.
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The Indian  and the Cupboard  ~  Chapters 5-6

Which  statement contains a  cause and  effect
relationship?

a.   The  knight's  battle-ax  lay on the ground
beside  an  unused  pile  of twigs.

b.   Omri watched  him  in  utter fascination.
c,   A longhouse,  not finished,  but no  less

interesting  and  beautiful  for that,  stood  on
the seed  box...

d.   But mercifully the  phone  rang just then,  so  he
was spared-for the  moment.

ht,  but
9an

ht.   Bu

Read this  line from  Chapter 6.
"Have you developed  a jet engine,  or have you

been  expelled?

Which  literary device  is  being  used?

Why does Omri's  mother ask him this question?

- Page 64

Which  word  best describes  Dad's feelings at
the end  of Chapter 6?

a.   disappointed
b.   tired
C.    angry
d.   bored

romC

nd  this  "On  th
a     Coml

ctures'
Pages.

and   no

Sequence the following  events  by
numbering  them  in the correct order.

his  axe.

Omri  brings a  knight to  life then takes

Omri  brought the soldier to  life  and
then  told  him  he was  having  a  dream.

Dad  is  upset  with  Omri  for getting  his
seed tray.

Omri goes to the yard  and shed to
collect  materials for Little  Bear to  build  a  long
house.

The  soldier bandages  Little  Bear's  leg.
Omri  leaves school  at  lunch  to go to

Yapp's  to  buy  an  Indian.
The  chief dies.
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The Indian  and the  Cupboard  ~  Chapter  7

Patrick's  reaction  to seeing  Little  Bear
one  of ---.

a.   suspicion
b.   amazement
C.    anger
d.   distrust

After a  few  minutes,  Patrick  is  all  ready to

Omri  convinces  Patrick that this  is  a  bad  idea  by

telling  him

opped cold.

phrase cold mean?

Predict what  Patrick  is  likely to  do  next.

-  Page 68

The  main  idea  of Chapter 7  is  ---.

a.   Omri's  brothers find  the  long  house,
b.   Omri goes to the  hardware store and then

gathers supplies for Little  Bear.
c.    Omri  decides to tell  Patrick  his  secret.
d.   Omri  sneaks around  gathering  materials

and food to lease  Little  Bear,

know you have to get out of my
u."  He could hear the little

pony uncle

sed  in his  passage

flashback

Sequence the following  events  by  numbering
them  in the correct order.

Omri  finds  his  brothers  in  his  bedroom.
Omri  rides  his  bike to the  hardware shop to

buy  his dad  a  seed tray.
_ Omri has to convince Patrick that it is not a

idea  to  bring  a  bunch  of plastic toys to  life.
Omri  and  Patrick collect twigs.
Little  Bear cooks a  piece  of steak.
Omri  introduces  Patrick to  Little  Bear.



Chapter 7~ Constructed Response -Comparing Characters

Compare  Patrick's and  Omri's  personalities.

How are Patrick and Omri alike?

How are Patrick and Omri different?

CCSS.ELA-Literacv.RL.4.3  Describe  in  depth  a  character,  setting,  or event  in  a  story or drama,  drawing  on  specific
details in  the text (e.g.,  a  character's  thoughts,  words,  or actions).
CCSS.EIA-Literacy.RL.5.3  Compare and contrast two or more characters,  settings,  or events  in  a story or drama,
drawing  on  specific details  in  the  text (e.g.,  how  characters  interact).
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.6.3  Describe  how  a  particular story's or drama's  plot unfolds  in  a  series of episodes  as well  as
how the characters  respond  or change as the  plot moves toward  a  resolution.

- Page 69



The  Indian  and  the  Cupboarcl  ~  Chapter 8

a.    "You  no  Great  Spirit!  Only  stupid  boy!  Fight,
spoil  good  meal!  You  feel  shame!"

b.   Little  Bear,  with  a  yell,  had  leaped  clear,  and
was    now    waving    his    arms    and    shouting
horrible things at them.

c.    He   just   knew,    somehow,   that   something
awful  would  happen  if  he  let  Patrick  have  his
Own  Way.

d.   "Isn't   he   fantastically   brave,   though!   Much
more than  David  with  Goliath!

Which  type  of  figurative   language   is   used   in
the  line  below?

His   hat   came   off   and   fell,   slowly   like   a   leaf,
down,   down,   down  to  the  floor  so   infinitely  far
below.

a.    simile
b.   personification
c.   metaphor
d.   alliteration

Name another figurative element in this  passage.

-  Page 70

What is the  main  conflict  in  Chapter 8?



The Indian  and the Cupboard  ~  Chapter 9-1o

Based  on the events of Chapters 9-10,  what
do you  predict will  happen  when  Omri  takes
Little  Bear and  Boone to  school?

gnores oinr i stubb'orn and  brave
e anding andbossy rier

Cer ned and in
denial

Littla` Bear Boone

IS passage from Chapter 9.
"You   shore   ain't   no    reg'lar   hallucynation,"    he

said.   ''I'm  obliged  to  ya."  Suddenly  he  laughed.
"Jest  imagine,   thankin'   a   piece  o'   yer  deelirium

tremens fer givin'  you  yer hat  back!

This passage contains

Rewrite the  passage  in  Standard  English.

-  Page 75  -

How  does owning the  cupboard  change Omri?

a.   He thinks about others  less.
b.   He  becomes secretive  and  lies to others.
c.    He  becomes careless and  accidentally hurts

Little  Bear and  Boone.
d.   He  becomes  obsessed  with  the ``game."

Sequence the fol ng events from  Chapter 9
by  numbering them  in  the correct order.

Omri  and  Little  Bear talk  about dancing
and  a  wife.

Omri's  mother comes  in  and  tucks  him
into  bed.

Omri  tells  Little  Bear  he  will  let  him
choose a  wife  if he  doesn't fight the cowboy.

The cowboy  is trying  to attack  Little  Bear.
Omri  places the cowboy  in  the  dressing-

up crate.
Omri  wakes to the sound  of the two

horses  whinnying.

- ' what when  where why and  how" questions`  +

who

what

when

where

why

how





Chapter 10 ~ Constructed Response -Summarizing

List or draw  5  events that happened  in  Chapter  10  in
the order that they happened.

CCSS.Elf-H!eracy.RL4.2  DeterTTllne a theme of a  story,  drama,  or poem from detalls  ln the text;
summarize the text.

FC5S...ELA.-Llter?cv.RL.5.2.  Determine  a  theme  of a  story,  drama,  or poem  from  details  in  the  text,including  how characters in a story or drama  respond  to challenges or how the speaker in a  poem
reflects  upon a topic;  summarize the text.
CCSS.ELA+JteTPCV.RL.9..2  Determine  a  !heme  or c.entral  Idea  of a text and  how  it ls  conveyed through
particular details;  provide a summary of the text distinct from  personal opinions or judgments.
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The  Indian  and  the  Cupboarc]  ~  Chapters  11-12

Once  he  had  taken  a  white  mouse  to  school  in
his  blazer  pocket.  He'd  planned  to  do  all  sorts  of
fiendish  things  with  it,  like...

This  passage  contains  which  of the  following
literary devices?

a.   flashback
b.   cliffhanger
c.   foreshadowing

+  that took place in Chapter 12.
who

what

when

where

Out-Come

H Based  on  the reactions  of  both   Mr.   Johnson
and   Patrick,   what   do   you   think   Patrick   told
him?

-  Page 78

Read this  passage from  Chapter 5.

He  longed  to  bash  them  all  one  by one,  or better
still,  all  at once-a  giant knocking  down  hordes of
enemies  like  skittles.  He  imagined  them  all
rolling  backward  down  a  long  wide  flight of steps,
in  waves,  bowled  over by  his flashing  fist and
flying  feet.

Highlight the  passage  using  the  following  colors:
simile  o  blue                   alliteration  c>  green
Why did  the author most likely  use figurative
language  in this passage?

ls passage from Chapter 12.
"If you  let anything  happen  to  Little  Bear,  I  will

bash  you  so  hard  your teeth  will  fall  out."  (This,
of course,  is what happens even to the  nicest
people when  they are  in  a  trap.)

Why did the author use  parenthesis?





Chapters 11 -12 ~ Constructed  Resp_onse -Comparing Characters

FC.S:.E.LA-.Hteracv..RL.4,3  Pescribe  ln  depth  a  character,  setting,  or event ln  a  story  or drama,  drawlng  on  speclflc
details in  the text (e.g.,  a character's thoughts,  words,  or actions).

FCSS.ELA-LJtera.ey,R.L.5,_? Compare and  contrast two or more characters,  settings,  or events  in  a  story or drama,
drawing  on  specific details  in  the text  (e.g.,  how  characters  interact).

FESS.ELA-Literacy.RL6,1  Cite textual  evldence  to  support  analysis  of what the text says expllcltly  as  well  asinferences drawn from the text.
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The  Indian  and  the  Cupboarcl  ~  Chapter  13

Based  on the events of the story,  which  of
the following  seems  most likely?

a.   Patrick will  be  in  trouble  when  he  gets
home.

b.    Mr.  Johnson  will  call  the  police.
c.    Omri's  mother will frame the frontier

drawing.
d.   Patrick  and  Omri  will  learn  the  name  of the

female  Indian.

Which  moral  best fits the  lessons  Patrick
learns  in  Chapter  13?

a.   You  never know  how far even  a  little  bit
of kindness can  go.

b.   Giving  is the true secret to  happiness.
c.    Focus on  what you  have and  don't dwell

on the  bad.
d.   Being  different  is  nothing  to  be  ashamed

of.
Explain  why  you  selected  this  moral.

-Page 81

Which  word  best describes Omri  at the end  of
Chapter  13?

Sequence the following  events  by  numbe
them  in the correct order.

rlng

Omri  invited  Patrick to spend the  night.

Patrick told  Omri  he  had  to show  Mr.
Johnson  Little  Bear and  Boone,  or Mr.  Johnson
would  call  his  dad.

Yapp,s.
Little  Bear picked  out a  plastic female  at

Boone drew a  picture of a frontier town
in  art class.

Mr.  Yapp  accused  Omri  of stealing.

Patrick gave  Little  Bear and  Boone  back
to  Omri.



The Indian and the Cupboard ~  Chapter 14
®y4h?ichthreephrasesbestsummarizechapterffiReadthispassagefromchapterl4?

a.   missing  cupboard  and  key,  frantic search
turns up nothing, shooting  Boone

b.   disagreement with  Adiel,  cleaning  the attic,
watching  television

c.   afternoon tea,  lost key,  men and  horse
outside

d.   finding  a ten  pence,  a  Western on 1\/,
needing a doctor

"Hi!  What's for tea?"  Omri  asked  automatically.

Gillon  and  Adiel  didn't answer.  Adiel  had  a
funny smirk on  his face.  Omri  hardly  noticed.

This passage contains which  of the following
literary devices?

a.   onomatopoeia
b.   foreshadowing
c.   flashback
d.   cliffhanger

ffl:::ia:nnyt:Yn::fr'h:Si::t::Sd::td|:erc'tf[yshaesk|::HRewriteBoone'SwordsinstandardEng|ish.
about the  missing  key.

Which sentence does  not belong?

1)  Little  Bear pulled  out the arrow from  Boone's
chest.  2)  He then  swiftly squeezed the  liquid out
of the  Listerine  soaked  ball  of tissue.  3)  Listerine
is an antiseptic mouthwash  product that kills
germs. 4)  Little Bear then  stuck a  piece of a
Band-Aid  over Boone's chest.

a.   Sentence
b.   Sentence
c.   Sentence
d.   Sentence

{P-\- Describe  how  Little  Bear  feels  at  the  end  of
Chapter 14.

Little     Bear    regrets    that     he     acted     without
thinking.  He  wants  Boone  to  be  a  companion.  He
tenderly takes care of Boone's wound,  stomps on
his chief's  headdress,  and then  runs  home.

-  Page 89

'`'Lemme  listen  to  em  talkin',  willya?"  said  Boone.
"Ah jest cain't git over how they talk!"

Sequence the following events by numbering
them  in the correct order.

Omri finds the cabinet in the attic,  but
the  key  is  missing.

Little  Bear gets angry at Boone while
watching television.

The  medicine  cabinet  is  missing  when
Omri gets  home from school.

Omri  and  Patrick clean the attic  looking
for the key

Little  Bear pulls the arrow out of Boone's

Omri  learns that Adriel  has hidden the
Chest.

cabinet because  he thinks Omri took his shorts.
Omri  and  Patrick take  Little  Bear and

Boone outside to ride the horses.

®Read this passage from Chapter 14.

Omri opened the door and stopped dead.
The white medicine cupboard was gone.

In this sentence, the word dead means ---.
a.   no  longer alive  or  living
b.   to  leave  a  person  or animal  that you  know

will  probably die  instead  of trying to  help
c.   not able to feel or move
d.   very tired



The Inclian  and the  Cupboard  ~  Chapter  15

® Read this  passage from Chapter 15.

Suddenly, though, a thought like a  landscape lit
up by  lightning flashed to the forefront of Omri's
brain.

This passage contains  ---.

a.   metaphor
b.   alliteration
c.    personification

EHisimed`:e:ghi:Tf:c[|o:o:ft::ehep::,sc,:,hno(:ohe,p

EH. ead this  passage from Chapter 16.
"Are  you  boys  asleep?"  Needless  to  say,  she  got

no   reply.   "Omri?"   she   tried   once   more.   Then,
after  another  hundred  years,  during  which  Omri
imagined  Little  Bear bitten  in  half by the  rat  right
underneath  where  he  was  lying,  the  door  closed
again,  leaving them  in darkness.

What    type    of   figurative    language    does    the
passage contain?

Explain  its  meaning.

= What was the scariest part of Chapter  15?

Page  I  91

A Fill  in  the  blanks.

Little  Bear  is  to  give  Boone
pills  to  build   up  his   blood.   Omri  told   Little   Bear
that  when  Boone  is  well  he  would  make  him  his

brother.       Little       Bear
agreed to do this  if Omri  put the

in  the
box   and    make    Little    Bear   a

Ay5h?lch  Word  best  describes  omri  in  Chapter

Sequence  the  following  events  by  numbering
them  in the correct order.

Omri   pulled   Little   Bear  up   from   under
the  planks just before the  rat could  get him.

Omri   realized   that  the   key   must   have
fallen    under   the    floorboards    when    Dad    was
looking  for the  rat.

BOone.

Omri   brought   Tommy   to   life   to   help

Little   Bear  agreed  to   help   look  for  the

Little  Bear gave Omri the key.
Omri's mother came upstairs to check on

Omri  and  Patrick  when  she  heard  them  moving
around  when they were supposed to  be  in  bed.

Omri's   mother  told   Omri   and   Patrick
that Gillon's  rat was  loose.

Write  a  ``someone  wanted  but  so"  statement
to  summarize  one  event  that  took  place   in
Chapter 15.



The Indian and the Cupboard  ~  Chapter  16

hich   storybook  character  does   Omri   most
resemble?
a.   Hansel    and    Gretel    who   are    left   in   the

wilderness by their parents
b.   The  Lion  from  the  fable  who  is  saved  from

danger by a  small  mouse
c.   Charlotte  whose  baby  spiders  fly  away  on

the wind
d.   Alice as she travels to Wonderland

Efl.v AWhich word best describes Omri at the end of
the  novel?

®y6h?ichthreephrasesbestsummarizechapterREMatchthesymbolswiththeirmeanings.

a.   pretending to  relapse,  celebration with
snacks, tears

b.   catching  Gillon's  rat,  wedding  celebration,
cooking  hamburgers

c.   serious decisions,  bringing  Bright Stars to
life,  sending  everyone home

d.   sleepless  night,  sawbones,  hiding the  key

®Read this  passage from  Chapter 16.

Whatever    magic     had     brought    this     strange
adventure  about  must  be  put  to   use  again,'`'to
send the  little  people  back to their own  place and
time.

Which  literary device  is used  in this passage?

a.   cliffhanger
b.   flashback
c.   figurative  language
d.   foreshadowing

Explain why you  selected this answer.

®

belt

horse

future

key

a)       magic

b)       emptycupboard

c)       paymentforBright
Star

d)       Iroquoiswealth

Read this passage from Chapter 16.

The three of them were so utterly still that they
might still  have  been  plastic.

What type of figurative  language  is  used?

Write   another  figurative   phrase   with   the   same
meaning.

Awhlch character ls your favorlte' Explain why. EE#:tautr,:;;dence   do   you   see   that   Patrick   is
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Vocabulary Test
Matching  -  Match  each  definition  with  its  vocabulary  word  by  placing  the  correct
letter in  front` of the word.

petrified a)  to climb or crawl  in  an  awkward  way

magnanimous       b)  logical and  well-organized  :  easy to understand

hector

escarpment

coherent

aghast

lithe

clamber

mulish

appall

reverent

ravenous

c)   showing  a  lot of respect  :  very  respectful

d)  to cause  (someone) to feel fear,  shock,  or disgust

e)   moving  in  an  easy and  graceful  way

f)    to  criticize  or  question   (someone)   in  a  threatening
Way

g)   refusing  to  do  what  other  people  want  or to  change
your  opinion   or  the  way  you   do  something   :   very
stubborn

h)   very  afraid   or  frightened   of  something   :   unable  to
move or act because you  are afraid

i)     veryhungry

j)     shocked  and  upset

k)   a  long  cliff or steep  slope  that  separates  two  flat  or
slightly  sloped  areas  a  long  cliff  or  steep  slope  that
separates two flat or slightly sloped  areas

I)     having  or showing  a  generous and  kind  nature
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13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.
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